The table below summarises the geometric issues observed across the polymeric chains and their fit to the electron density. The red, orange, yellow and green segments on the lower bar indicate the fraction of residues that contain outliers for >=3, 2, 1 and 0 types of geometric quality criteria. A grey segment represents the fraction of residues that are not modelled. The numeric value for each fraction is indicated below the corresponding segment, with a dot representing fractions <=5% The upper red bar (where present) indicates the fraction of residues that have poor fit to the electron density. The numeric value is given above the bar.
Mol Chain Length
Quality of chain 
Entry composition i ○
There are 6 unique types of molecules in this entry. The entry contains 19601 atoms, of which 0 are hydrogens and 0 are deuteriums.
In the tables below, the ZeroOcc column contains the number of atoms modelled with zero occupancy, the AltConf column contains the number of residues with at least one atom in alternate conformation and the Trace column contains the number of residues modelled with at most 2 atoms.
• Molecule 1 is a protein called CYTOCHROME C NITRITE REDUCTASE, CATALYTIC SUBUNIT NFRA. 3 Residue-property plots i ○ These plots are drawn for all protein, RNA and DNA chains in the entry. The first graphic for a chain summarises the proportions of the various outlier classes displayed in the second graphic. The second graphic shows the sequence view annotated by issues in geometryand electron density.
Mol Chain Residues
Residues are color-coded according to the number of geometric quality criteria for which they contain at least one outlier: green = 0, yellow = 1, orange = 2 and red = 3 or more. A red dot above a residue indicates a poor fit to the electron density (RSRZ > 2). Stretches of 2 or more consecutive residues without any outlier are shown as a green connector. Residues present in the sample, but not in the model, are shown in grey.
• Molecule 1: CYTOCHROME C NITRITE REDUCTASE, CATALYTIC SUBUNIT NFRA Chain A :   MET  ASN  ASN  GLN  LYS  THR  PHE  LYS  GLY  LEU  ARG  LEU  ALA  ALA  LEU  GLY  LEU  VAL  ALA  VAL  ALA  ALA  PHE  THR  ALA  G26   •   D29  V30  L34  E46  N50  E75  Y76  K77  N85  D86  N87  R96  H97  A98  Q99  P100  Y101  L105  Y109  P110  R119  G120  H121   L129  C147  C150  E157  S162  F166  R175  M180  K181  T184  I185  G186  C187  C190  L198  T201  S202  V203  P204  R225  C229  G230  Q231  C232  D258  R264  D267  K268  K275  T285  T291  P292  T308  H309  T315  C316  A317  D318  C319   D328  K329  W337  M341  P344  R347  A348  C349  C352  Y360  R364  L375  N394  E395  Y396  Q397  D406  Q410  A411  R412  V415  W422  N429  S430  H434  K438  Q447  M483  K498  Q501  W513  D514  K517  V520 • SER ALA
LYS GLN
• Molecule 1: CYTOCHROME C NITRITE REDUCTASE, CATALYTIC SUBUNIT NFRA Chain B :   MET  ASN  ASN  GLN  LYS  THR  PHE  LYS  GLY  LEU  ARG  LEU  ALA  ALA  LEU  GLY  LEU  VAL  ALA  VAL  ALA  ALA  PHE  THR  A25   •   G26  C27   •   V30  S31  T32  E46  N50  R66  K77  Y101  L105  W106  L107  F111  E114  Y115  R116  E117  A118  R119  G120  H121  I125  R133   P144  C147  K154  W158  D176  M180  K181  D182  H183  T184  I185  G186  C187  A188  T189  R199  V203  P204  C232  V245  N246  K247  K248  M262  H269  L272  F281  A282  D283  W284  P287  Q297  H298  E302  T308  C316  C319  H320  S326   •   D327   •   D328  K329  K330  K331  H335  W336  W337  D343  P344  R347  A348  C349  R350  Q351  C352  Q369  K370  R371  L375  L376  V384  W422  S426  A427  E428  N429  S430  V431  H434  N435  K438  L443  Q448  I454  M458  P478  P479  M483  F493  T496   K517  A522  LYS  GLN • Molecule 1: CYTOCHROME C NITRITE REDUCTASE, CATALYTIC SUBUNIT NFRA Chain D: MET  ASN  ASN  GLN  LYS  THR  PHE  LYS  GLY  LEU  ARG  LEU  ALA  ALA  LEU  GLY  LEU  VAL  ALA  VAL  ALA  ALA  PHE  THR  ALA  G26 • E46  N50  K77  N85  Q99  P100  Y101  L105  Y109  P110  R116  H121  H130   •   T146  C147  C150   E157  S162  F166  R175  M180  T184  I185  G186  C187  C190  T201  S202  V203  P204  R225  C229  G230  Q231  C232  P249  D258  K275  T285  T291  P292  T308  V314  T315  C316  A317  D318  C319  W337  P344  R347  C352  H353  S354   L375  N394  E395  Y396  Q397  D406  Q410  A411  R412  V415  Q419  W422  N429  S430  F433  H434  K438  Q447  S450  I454  M483  K498  Q501  W513  D514 • K517
• R518 L519 VAL SER ALA LYS GLN
• Molecule 1: CYTOCHROME C NITRITE REDUCTASE, CATALYTIC SUBUNIT NFRA Chain E:
• A45  E46  N50  R66  K77  Q99  P100  Y101  N104  L105  W106  L107  G108  Y109  P110  F111   M112  Y113  E114  Y115  R116  E117  H121  I125  R133  P144  C147  C150  K154  W158  M180  K181  D182  H183  T184  I185  G186  C187  A188  T189  C190  R199  V203  P204  C229  C232  K247  M262  H269  L272  F281  A282  H286  P287  Q297  H298   E302  T308  V314  T315  C316  C319  S326 • D327
• D328 •   K329  K330  K331  W337  R347  C352  Q369  K370  R371  L375  V384  W422  S430  V431  H434  N435  K438  L443  Q448  M458  T461  Q462  Y463  G464  I465  S470  M483  F493   T496  W499  D514 • K517
• R518 L519
• VAL SER ALA LYS GLN
• Molecule 2: NAPC/NIRT CYTOCHROME C FAMILY PROTEIN Chain C: F32  K35  D38  Q39  R40  C46  G53  H56  K57  L58  N74   •   K82  L95   •   L101  M106  K109  V112  C116  C119  H120  V125   C139  V143  Q144  E155  D158  GLU • Molecule 2: NAPC/NIRT CYTOCHROME C FAMILY PROTEIN Chain F:   MET  SER  GLU  GLU  LYS  SER  ARG  ASN  GLY  PRO  ALA  ARG  LEU  K14  L15   •   V16   •   L17  L27  F32  K35  Y36  Q39  R40  C46  H56  K57  L58  S65  C66  C69  K82  D89  M92  M106  E107  C116  C119  H120  V125  E126  V127  M130  E131  A132   C136  C139  H140  R141  Q144  E155  E159 4 Data and refinement statistics i ○ The all-atom clashscore is defined as the number of clashes found per 1000 atoms (including hydrogen atoms). The all-atom clashscore for this structure is 12.
All (448) There are no symmetry-related clashes.
Torsion angles i ○

Protein backbone i ○
In the following table, the Percentiles column shows the percent Ramachandran outliers of the chain as a percentile score with respect to all X-ray entries followed by that with respect to entries of similar resolution.
The Analysed column shows the number of residues for which the backbone conformation was analysed, and the total number of residues.
Full wwPDB X-ray Structure Validation Report 2VR0 
Protein sidechains i ○
In the following table, the Percentiles column shows the percent sidechain outliers of the chain as a percentile score with respect to all X-ray entries followed by that with respect to entries of similar resolution.
The Analysed column shows the number of residues for which the sidechain conformation was analysed, and the total number of residues. There are no RNA molecules in this entry.
Mol Chain Analysed Rotameric Outliers Percentiles
5.4 Non-standard residues in protein, DNA, RNA chains i ○ There are no non-standard protein/DNA/RNA residues in this entry.
Carbohydrates i ○
There are no carbohydrates in this entry.
Ligand geometry i ○
Of 38 ligands modelled in this entry, 8 are monoatomic -leaving 30 for Mogul analysis.
In the following table, the Counts columns list the number of bonds (or angles) for which Mogul statistics could be retrieved, the number of bonds (or angles) that are observed in the model and the number of bonds (or angles) that are defined in the Chemical Component Dictionary. The Link column lists molecule types, if any, to which the group is linked. The Z score for a bond length (or angle) is the number of standard deviations the observed value is removed from the expected value. A bond length (or angle) with |Z| > 2 is considered an outlier worth inspection. RMSZ is the root-mean-square of all Z scores of the bond lengths (or angles). In the following table, the column labelled '#RSRZ> 2' contains the number (and percentage) of RSRZ outliers, followed by percent RSRZ outliers for the chain as percentile scores relative to all X-ray entries and entries of similar resolution. The OWAB column contains the minimum, median, 95 th percentile and maximum values of the occupancy-weighted average B-factor per residue. The column labelled 'Q< 0.9' lists the number of (and percentage) of residues with an average occupancy less than 0.9. There are no non-standard protein/DNA/RNA residues in this entry.
Mol
Carbohydrates i ○
Ligands i ○
In the following table, the Atoms column lists the number of modelled atoms in the group and the number defined in the chemical component dictionary. The B-factors column lists the minimum, median, 95 th percentile and maximum values of B factors of atoms in the group. The column labelled 'Q< 0.9' lists the number of atoms with occupancy less than 0.9. 
Mol
